
VISUALISER ARTIST

Full-time role Mon-Fri

Probation: 3 months

Salary: dependent on experience with a guide of £25-35K

About us:
Scriberia is a unique business with a unique story to tell. Scriberia combines consultancy
with creativity to help clients all over the world, in every sector, elevate their thinking,
accelerate their working and communicate their vision. Scriberia creates pictures with
purpose, believing in their power to cut through clutter and confusion, and deliver clarity.

Our commitment to diversity and inclusion:
We are proud signatories of Business in the Community’s Race at Work Charter, and as
such, are committed to taking action that supports ethnic minority career progression and
diversity in the workplace. We are actively seeking to increase diversity in our team and will
guarantee an interview to any candidate who identifies as D/deaf, disabled, neurodivergent,
LGBTIQA+, or as a person of colour, who can demonstrate they have the essential skills and
experience required for the role.

The Role:
Scriberia's visualisers bring intelligence, creativity, curiosity and experience to our team. With
exceptional illustration skills, a visualiser artist is a strong visual thinker and problem solver
who has the confidence to present innovative ideas across a wide range of projects, from
single-concept illustrations to infographics.
Our visualisers are adaptable, organised and relish the challenge of finding smart creative
solutions within constraints. They are equally capable of working independently, or as part of
a team, able to articulate ideas and feedback to colleagues and clients with clarity and
sensitivity. They are highly proficient with the Adobe Creative Suite and equally effective at
creating clear and compelling hand-drawn illustrations.
Our visualisers possess a broad general knowledge base, enabling them to adeptly navigate
content from across our wide spectrum of clients, from major corporations and government
departments, to charitable organisations and NGOs.

For this role we are looking for a candidate who is confident delivering work in a wide variety
of styles, as the requirements of each project demand, and can take responsibility for every
stage of its production, from initial sketches to final artwork.



Day-to-day responsibilities include:

● Creating engaging imagery to meet client briefs across the full spectrum of
Scriberia's services.

● Meeting clients (virtually and/or in real life) to receive briefs and discuss projects,
demonstrating a willingness to ask questions

● Producing artwork for Scriberia’s own marketing and content needs
● Contributing creative ideas to a wide variety of Scriberia projects
● Delivering work on time and on budget and working with producers and lead

creatives to accurately estimate project timelines
● Taking the role of lead visualiser on certain projects

Essential experience and skills:

● 2-5 years of professional experience
● Ability to create outputs linked to all of Scriberia's creative offering in a variety of

styles
● Capable of working on tasks independently
● Articulate, collaborative, creative, hardworking and enthusiastic
● Ability to multi-task and use time effectively
● Ability to tailor creative approach to address the unique demands of each project
● Excellent knowledge of Adobe Packages (Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign),

Procreate and Google Suite
● Embodies the Scriberia values and actively embeds them into their ways of working.

Desirable experience and skills:

● Graphic Design
● Whilst experience in live event scribing is not essential for this role, an interest or

openness to try would be beneficial

Need to know
We are a fully-distributed team with a central London studio in King’s Cross. Depending on
where you are based, this role may require you to be in the London studio to fulfil your duties
on a weekly basis. The start date for this role is ASAP, so please don't delay your
application.

Benefits include
● 22 days holidays pa, rising by one day per year in service up to 25 days pa (plus

bank holidays)
● One additional day off for your birthday
● Wellbeing days - we offer 2 days in addition to the holiday allowance every year for

you to proactively recharge your batteries and look after yourself.
● Healthcare - Company Health Insurance Scheme with Benenden Health following

successful completion of the probationary period.



● Socials - Regular team social and learning events, as well as summer and winter
get-togethers with the wider company.



How to apply

Please send your CV, a portfolio of relevant work and a cover letter explaining what interests
you in the role, why you’re the right candidate and addressing the questions below to
jobs@scriberia.com with ‘Visualiser Artist’ in the subject line no later than May 1st.

TO BE COVERED IN YOUR COVER LETTER:
Do you currently live in the UK, with permanent residency status?
What is your notice period?
Are you able to work in our King's Cross studio at least once a week? Or if not, how often
would you be able to commute to London?
What are your salary expectations for this role?
How many years of illustration/visual communication experience do you have?
How would you rate your experience of using the Adobe Creative Suite on a scale of 1 to
10?
Do you have experience working in live event scribing?
(OPTIONAL) Do you identify as D/deaf, disabled, neurodivergent, LGBTIQA+, as a person of
colour or from an ethnic minority background (please specify)?


